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On free tracks only one light was used 
in many cases. This single light does not 
give another speed information than high 
speed.  To overcome this disadvantage 
fl ashing yellow aspects were introduced.

aSpeCtS

The three light signal are able to show 
10 different aspects, depending on speed 
information at the signal itself and the 
next one:

this 
signal

next signal
high 

speed
medium 
speed

low 
speed stop

high 
speed

medium 
speed

low
speed

stop

Single light signals use two different 
kinds of fl ashing of the yellow light. Slow 
fl ashing informs about a short breaking 
distance. Withing the braking distance a 
signal can show stop, or the track where 
the train is going to has a dead end. Fast 
fl ashing yellow light claims very slow 
speed and careful driving. The track may 
be occupied or a movable signal may be 
present which can show stop.

5.15.  DUTCH RAILWAY SIGNALS
The fotos of this chapter on Dutch signalling are  
partly taken from www.nicospilt.com.

5.15.1.  Signalling SyStem 1946
Netherlands rail 
started light signal 
experiments in 1923 
which resulted in the 
fi rst signalling system 
that base on light 
points only. It was 
established in 1949 

(but is called the 1946 system) 
and uses night aspects of classic 
semaphore signals.
The signalling system distinguishes 
between three speed steps and stop. 

“High speed” is defi ned as 90 km/h or even 
higher depending on the distance between 
two signals and the braking distance of the 
train. “Medium speed” was defi ned to be 
in the range between 45 and 90 km/h and 

“low speed” was 45 km/h or lower.
The basic signal has three lights one 
upon the other. Either of them can show 
white, green or yellow light, the lowest 
one can show red additionally. The upper 
light controls high speed, the middle one 
controls medium speed and the bottom 
one controls low speed.
The signals give information on both the 
speed range at the signal itself and that 
one to be expected at the next signal. Thus 
it controls two sections of the line. 
In principle two light signals could be used 
in cases when high speed is never allowed 
but these signals exist almost only in 
theory.
The following fi gure shows typical signals 
of the 1946 system:

P
„P“ signal main

signal

three
lights
signal

dwarf
signal
types

single
light
signal

announcing
signals
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aspect

red: stop

green: high speed allowed

yellow: high speed allowed, next 
signal will show stop
yellow fl ash (75 fpm):

short braking distance
yellow fl ash (180 fpm):

at most 30km/h; careful driving

Controlling SignalS by QdeCoderS

Qdecoders offer modes for three light ans 
single light signals described in the table 
below. The upper part show the signal 
background. In the lower one the aspects 
are shown that a control command will 
activate. 

Mode 159 158 2
address ASignal

fu
nc

tio
n o

ut
pu

ts

1
2
3 -
4 - -
5 - -
6 - -
7 - -
8 - -
9 - -

10 - -
control commands

Asignal  
red

Asignal 
green-white-white green

Asignal+1  
green-green-white yellow -

Asignal+1 green-white-green yellow slow flash -
Asignal+2  yellow-white-white yellow fast flash -
Asignal+2 white-green-white - -
Asignal+3  

white-green-green - -
Asignal+3 white-yellow-white - -
Asignal+4  

white-white-green - -
Asignal+4 white-white-yellow - -

The accessory address of the signal ASignal  
is written to the address confi guration 
variable relating to the fi rst function 
output the signal is connected to. Up to 
fi ve addresses (Asignal, Asignal+1 ... Asignal+4) 
are used for switching signal aspects.

An Example
A single light signal shall be controled by a 
Z1-8 decoder with Signal extension using 
commands of accessory address 1.
Connect the signal to the decoder and 
program the confi guration variables 
according to the following table. The values 
given in grey do not need programming 
but they are written automatically when 
programming the values written on while 
background. 

signal address mode

fu
nc

tio
n o

ut
pu

ts A0 A1

A2
A0

Asignal1 CV1=1 CV550=158
A1 - CV552 CV553

A2 - CV555 CV556

... use for other signals

Now you can switch signal aspects by 
sending control commands (“2 “ meens 
pressing the green switching key on the 
control station after choosing accessory 
address 2): 

1 
control station commands
1 2 3 3 11

Controlling SignalS by inpUt KeyS

Any signal can be controlled by an input 
key connected to a function output of the 
Qdecoder using a 220 Ω resistor. Use one 
of the modes 226 or 227 for the function 
output for reading key input. Mode 227 is 
used when connecting a LED in parallel to 
the key. The LED might be used as signalling 
LED on the control desk for example. (See 
chapter Taster und Schalter  on page 19  
for details.)
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5.15.2.  Signalling SyStem 1955
A new signal book was 
introduced in 1955 
resulting in a separation 
of speed and track 
free signalling. The 
base signal of the 1955 
signalling system has 
three bulbs of green, 
yellow and red colors 
that are mounted in a 

single background. 
Only one of the three main bulbs is active 
at any time.
In the beginning a second yellow light was 
used resulting in a signal that could show 
two yellow lights.
The yellow light signals a speed restriction 
to 30 km/h (later 40 km/h). A light matrix 
can be included into the background to give 
additional speed information by showing a 
digit. The indicated speed is 10 times the 
digit value (in km/h).
The following fi gure shows the mostly used 
backgrounds of the 1955 signalling system. 
Besides the main signals announcing signals 
were introduced that do not have the red 
light and a different background. 

P
„P“ signal main

signal

three
lights
signal

dwarf
signal
types

single
light
signal

announcing
signals

The P-signal on the left is an automatic 
block signal that allows passing a signal 
showing “stop” after telephonic consent.

aSpeCtS

The following tables gives an overview on 
the signalling aspects of the 1955 system. 
The numbers are the signal numbers out of 
the “Seinenboek 2005” of the NS.

function
mode

without with
The key controls ... LED

... the signal connected to the anterior 
function keys of the decoder using the 
signal switching fl ow

226 227

Once confi gured the key controls signal 
aspects as follows:

pr
ess

 once long

pr
es

s o
nce

 short

3 times short

twice short
once short

once short

on
ce

 sh
or

t

once short

Example
Connect the signal from the example above 
and an input key to the function outputs 
A0 ... A3 of the decoder and confi gure CVs 
as given in the table:

signal address mode

fu
nc

tio
n o

ut
pu

ts A0 A1

A2
A0

Asignal1 CV1=1 CV550=158
A1 - CV552 CV553

A2 - CV555 CV556

A3 input key - CV558 CV559=226
... use for other signals

Now you can switch signal aspects pressing 
the key (but you can no longer switch 
between non stop signal aspects without 
going to stop between them):

short short short short3·short short2·shortlong
key commands

The Netherlands NS signals
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Main Signals

description signal

stop 215

track was taken out of service  
(valid aspect since 2000) 216

passing permitted 201

passing permitted with 40 km/h 206

passing permitted with the 
indicated speed 202

reduce speed to 30 (40) km/h 
And keep braking until the 
train can come to a halt within 
sighting range of a stop-showing 
fixed signal.

212

Ride on sight  
(an other train can occupy the 
track)

214

brake to the indicated speed.
This speed will not be reached 
before the next signal but 
braking has to continue until 
the desired speed is reached.

209

reduce speed to the indicated 
one. This speed has to be 
reached before the next signal 
and the next signal will not 
show stop.

210

reduce speed to half the service 
speed DY

Announcing Signals

description signal

the following main signal will 
show green light 217

reduce speed to the indicated 
one. Previously imposed speed 
restrictions continue to apply.

218

reduce speed to 30 (40) km/h 
make shure that the train can 
stop within sighting range of a 
stop-showing fixed signal.

219

Add on Signals
There are some signals that give additional 
information. They are mounted either 
below or above the main signal.

description signal

this signal indicates the 
direction of further route 252

passing permitted with 40 km/h   
if the driver has a valid traffic 
indication

224

A disturbed (dark) signal is of 
course no add-on signal, but an 
error. Qdecoders can switch 
to a dark background by an 
accessory command.

Controlling SignalS by QdeCoderS

Main Signals
Qdecoders offer 6 modes of different 
complexity - from simple red/green signals 
up to a mode that provides full support for 
all signal aspects.
The accessory address of the signal Asignal  
is written to the address configuration 
variable relating to the first function 
output the signal is connected to. Up to 
four addresses (Asignal ... Asignal+2) are used 
for switching of signal aspects.
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directly. A main signal can be combined 
with any number of add-on signals.

mode 219 216 218
address A1 AaddOn

function 
outputs

1
dark signal2

3
control commands

AaddOn 
off off signal is on

AaddOn 
left on signal is off

AaddOn +1  
right - -

Mode 219: The add-on signal is associated 
with a proceed aspect. If the add-on signal 
is switched on the main signal shows 
stop the main signals switches to “green” 
automatically. Changing the main signal 
aspect to stop will switch off the add-on 
signal too.
Mode 216: If the add-on signal is switched 
on the main signal changes to dark 
background. Changing the main signal to 
any aspect will switch off the add-on signal.
Mode 218: The disturbed signal is switched 
on and off using commands of an accessory 
address that is written to the adress 
CV of any function output the signal is 
connected to (described in more detail in 
the example „Haupt- / Vorsignalkombina-
tionen“ on page 12).

exampleS

A main signal with direction indication 
add-on is to control using a Z1-16 decoder 
with Signal extension. The main signal 
shall be controlled by commands of 
accessory address 1. Address 5 is used for 
the direction announcement.
Connect the signals to the decoder and 
program the configuration variables 
according to the following table. The values 
given in grey do not need programming 
but they are written automatically wxhen 

Mode 2 160 3 161 163 162
address ASignal

function 
outputs

1

2

3 - -
4 - - - -

control commands

Asignal  
red

Asignal 
green

Asignal+1  
- fl. red yellow flashing red

Asignal+1 - fl. green - flashing green
Asignal+2  

- - - yellow
Asignal+2 - - - flashing yellow
Asignal+3  

- - - - DY sig 210
Asignal+3 - - - - - sig 202
Asignal+4  

- - - - - sig 209

Announcing Signal Modes

Mode 2 169 19 174
address ASignal

function 
outputs

1

2

3 - -
control commands

Asignal  
yellow

Asignal 
green

Asignal+1  
- yellow yellow+digit yellow

Asignal+1 - yellow - yellow
Asignal+2  

- yellow - yellow
Asignal+2 - yellow - yellow
Asignal+3  

- yellow - yellow
Asignal+3 - yellow - yellow+digit
Asignal+4  

- yellow - yellow

Add-On Signals
Add-on signals are connected to the 
function outputs of the decoder that 
follow the outputs used for the main signal 
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programming the values written on while 
background. 

signal address mode

fu
nc

tio
n o

ut
pu

ts

A0 Asignal1 CV1=1 CV550=162
A1 - CV552 CV553

A2 - CV555 CV556

A3 - CV558 CV559

A4 Adir CV561=5 CV562=219
A5 - CV564 CV565

A6 - CV567 CV568

... use for other signals

Now you can switch signal aspects by 
sending control commands (“4 “ meens 
pressing the green switching key on the 
control station after choosing accessory 
address 4): 

control station commands
2 7 51 134 6

short shorts-s-l
long short

2·short 3·short2·long
key commands

key1
key2
Controlling SignalS by inpUt KeyS

Signals can be controlled by an input key 
connected to a function output of the 
Qdecoder. Use mode 226 for the function 
output for reading key input (see chapter 

„Taster und Schalter“ auf Seite 19  for 
details).

function
mode

without with
The key controls ... LED

... the signal connected to the anterior 
function keys of the decoder using the 
signal switching fl ow

226 227

Once confi gured the key controls signal 
aspects as follows:

Main Signals

pr
ess

 once longpr
es

s o
nce

 short
long + shortshort +

 lo
ng

3 times shorttwice long

twice short
twice short + 
long

once short

once short

on
ce

 sh
or

t

once short
once shorton

ce
 sh

ort

once short

once short

Announcing Signals

on
ce 

short

once long

once short

once short
on

ce 
short

once long

once short

once short

Add-on Signals

on
ce 

short

once long

once short

once short

on
ce 

short

once long

once short

once short

Other add-on signals are switches on and 
off by pressing the key once.

Examples
Connect the signal from example above 
and two input keys to the function outputs 
A0 ... A8 of the decoder and confi gure 
CVs as given in the table below. The fi rst 
key controls the main signal and has to 
connected to the fi st function output 
after that ones used for the  main signal. 
The second key control the direction 
announcement signal.
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aspects

track was taken out of service (since 
2000)

Add on Signal

There is an add-on signal for 
dwarf signals in use:

description signal

This signal indicates that the 
track is released for shunting. 216

Controlling dWarF SignalS by QdeCoderS

Qdecoders offer a special 
mode for dwarf signals. The 
accessory address of the signal 
Asignal  is written to the address 
confi guration variable relating to the fi rst 
function output the signal is connected to. 
Up to three addresses (Asignal ... Asignal+2) 
are used for switching of signal aspects.
The white bulb of the add-on signal is 
controled by the add-on signal mode 216. 
If the white light is on, the three dwarf 
signal  lamps are off. If the white light is 
switched off, the dwarf signal return to 
the “stop” aspect.

 Mode 164 216
address ASignal AaddOn

function 
outputs

1

2

3
control commands

Asignal  
red dwarf on

Asignal 
green add-on on

Asignal+1  
yellow -

Asignal+1 yellow fl ashing -
Asignal+2  

red fl ashing -

signal address mode

fu
nc

tio
n o

ut
pu

ts

A0 Asignal1 CV1=1 CV550=162
A1 - CV552 CV553

A2 - CV555 CV556

A3 - CV558 CV559

A4 input key1 - CV561 CV562=226
A5 Adir CV564=5 CV565=219
A6 - CV567 CV568

A7 - CV571 CV572

A8 input key2 - CV574 CV575=226
... use for other signals

Now you can switch signal aspects by either 
sending control commands or pressing the 
key:

control station commands
2 7 51 134 6

short shorts-s-l
long short

2·short 3·short2·long
key commands

key1
key2

5.15.3.  dWarF SignalS

Dwarf signals are used in places 
where trains drive no faster 
than 40 km/h.

P
„P“ signal main

signal

three
lights
signal

dwarf
signal
types

single
light
signal

announcing
signals

aspects

stop

passing permitted with 40 km/h

passing permitted with 40 km/h,  
next signal will show stop

Ride on sight (an other train can 
occupy the track)
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Controlling dWarF SignalS by inpUt KeyS

To switch signal aspects of dwarf signals 
use mode 226 for the function output the 
key is connected to. Switch signal aspects 
as follows:

pr
ess

 once longpr
es

s o
nce

 short

3 times short

twice short

once short

once short

on
ce

 sh
or

t

once short

For controlling the add-on signal a second 
key is needed. Use again mode 226 for the 
key and switch the add-on signal on and off 
by pressing the key.

5.15.4.  Signal repeater

Illuminated signal 
repeaters are used when 
the main signal cannot 
be sighted from the usual 
distance (about 300 m) 
or is obscured at certain 
points, due to structures or curvature.

description signal

next signal will neither show 
red nor fl ashing yellow 272

next signal will either show red 
or fl ashing yellow 273

Qdecoder standard mode 2 can be used 
for signal repeaters.

Mode 2
address A1 ASignal

function 
outputs

1

2

control commands

Asignal  
signal 273

Asignal 
signal 272

5.15.5.  braKe teSt SignalS

Brake test signals are used 
for communication from 
the shunter to the driver 
of a train during test of the trains brakes.

description signal

apply brakes 702a
loose brakes 702b
brake test successful 702c

Qdecoder offer a special mode for brake 
test signals:

mode 175 1)

address A1 ASignal

function 
outputs

1

2
Schaltbefehle

Asignal  
(off )

Asignal 
702a

Asignal+1  
702b

Asignal +1 
702c

1) in software version 6: mode = 96

Controlling Brake Test Signals by Input Keys
To switch signal aspects of dwarf signals 
use mode 224 for the function output the 
key is connected to. Switch signal aspects 
as follows:
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All of theses signals have two aspects:

description signal

No train is
approaching

A train is ap-
proaching

There are two modes for security signals 
of the NS. The signals are controlled by 
commands of two succeeding accessory 
adresses. The second one is used to switch 
the signal off.

mode 166 167
address A1 ASignal

function 
outputs

1

2 -
Schaltbefehle

Asignal  
708 / 710 / 722 720

Asignal 
709 / 711 / 723 721

Asignal+1  
(off ) (off )

Controlling Security Signals by Input Keys
To switch signal aspects of dwarf signals 
use mode 226 for the function output the 
key is connected to. Switch as follows:

on
ce 

short

once long

once short

once short

5.15.8.  FreigHt train SignalS

These signals are special signals 
valid only for freight trains carrying 
heavy goods and possibly having 

long braking distances.

press short
sh

or
t

short

sh
or

tlong
long

5.15.6.  SHUnting SignalS

description signal

shunting allowed 360a

the distance between the front 
of the train and the end of the 
track is between 50 and 200 m

360b

the distance between the front 
of the train and the end of the 
track is less than 50 m

360c

mode 165
address A1 ASignal

function 
outputs

1
2

Schaltbefehle

Asignal  
(off )

Asignal 
360a

Asignal+1  
360b

Asignal+1  
360c

5.15.7.  SeCUrity SignalS

There is a number of security signals each 
of them is used in a specifi c situation. 

description signals
Warning system near view 
obstructing objects

708
709

Warning system on bridges
710
711

Warning system for service on tracks
720
721

Warning system in tunnels
722
723
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description signal
reduce speed in a way that 
stopping at the next signal 
showing signal 277 is possible.

276

stop the train 277

Qdecoder modes 2 or 189 can be used for 
freight train signals.

Mode 2 168
address A1 ASignal

function 
outputs

1

2
3 -

control commands

Asignal  
signal 276 (off)

Asignal 
signal 277 signal 276

Asignal+1  
- signal 277














